
KNP ID # Ni 1144.5, Purple Fluency Benchmark: KY.4.NBT.4
Task Group: Mailbox Numbers
Kentucky Academic Standard(s): KY.4.NBT.2
Numeracy Target: Identify numerals 0 to 1,000,000

Worldwide Delivery Service

I am learning to match quantities to a range
and place them in increasing numerical order

within 1,000,000.
Materials:

5 Mailboxes- labeled with Continent Mailbox Labels One ten sided die per player (0-9) Five world zip
code envelopes per player One Continent Address Guide available for all to use Continent Cards

Directions:

Set Up:

Shuffle Continent Cards and place face down in center of group.1.
Place Continent Address Guide in Center of Group.2.
Give every player five place value envelopes and one ten sided dice.3.

Game Play:

Deliver Your Mail:

Roll your ten sided die and write that numeral in the hundred thousand’s space on your first1.
place value envelope. Roll again and write that numeral in the ten thousand’s space. Continue
rolling until you have filled all the spaces on your envelope. Read the number aloud. This is your
world zip code.
Look at the Continent Address Guide to find the range your zip code is in. Look to the right of2.
that range and that will show you the country and continent your envelope should be delivered
to.
Deliver your mail to that mailbox. Return to the table and repeat for the rest of your envelopes.3.
Fill out and deliver one envelope at a time.
When complete, return to the table, select a Continent Card, and put your head down.4.

Collect your mail:

When everyone has selected their Continent Cards, get the mailbox with the matching1.
Continent.
Bring the mailbox back to the table and empty it out.2.
Check to see if all the mail in your mailbox was delivered to the correct address. Deliver any3.

https://education.ky.gov/curriculum/standards/kyacadstand/Documents/Kentucky_Academic_Standards_Mathematics.pdf#page=82


incorrect mail to the correct address at the table/group. (If you did not receive any mail, work
with the person next to you who has the most amount of mail to sort.)

Arrange the mail in order from lowest to highest.
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